
“HEEL” ME
Oh My 
Aching 
Feet!

3 INCH HEELS: 76%

2 INCH HEELS: 57%

1 INCH HEELS: 22%

HOW DANCING IN HEELS 
IMPACTS YOUR BODY

Select tango, swing dance or salsa heels of soft 
leather with wider or open tow box. Your shoe 

must be securely fastened to the foot by a strap/ 
buckle. Platforms can add height and padding 

under the ball of the foot.

Spine is fairly straight.

Calf muscle is relaxed.

Flat shoes help 
evenly distribute 
the body weight 
throughout the foot.

HAPPY FEET IN FLAT SHOES

Lower back is pushed 
forward. Hips and 
spine out of alignment.

Excess pressure 
placed on knees.

Increased pressure on 
the balls of the feet 
causing the potential for 
ankle sprains and stress 
fractures.

PAIN WITH HIGH HEELS

HIGH HEEL SOLUTIONS

Limit wearing heels to no more than 3x per week 
and no more than 3 hours at a time.

Keep your toenails trimmed. A good 
pedicure is as important as the shoes you 
will dance in.

Add silicone or pressure point pads to cushion 
the soles of your feet.

Buy shoes in the afternoon when feet are at 
their largest.

Select tango, swing dance or salsa heels made of soft 
leather that conforms well to the foot without pinching 
and to allow smooth and quick foot movements. 

Note: the wider the heel of your shoe, the better 
weight distribution for your feet.

Add silicone or pressure point pads to cushion the 
soles of your feet to best customize fit. Thin, soft 
smaller “metatarsal cookie” pads can be adhered 
to the inside of the sole for more forefoot padding.

4 INCH HEELS: OUCH!

DID YOU KNOW? 
1/4 of all bones in the human body are in 
the feet. In skyscraper stilettos the 26 bones in 
your feet are scrunched into the shoe, balancing 
your body weight. The higher the heel, the 
more pressure on the ball of your foot.

*The perfect flat has arch support, 
a wide toe box and plenty of 
cushioning.

Un-Happy Options: ballet slippers, 
flip flops, barefoot shoes

PUMP BUMP

CORNS, BUNIONS, 
HAMMER TOES

PLANTAR FASCITIS

INGROWN TOENAILS

Stretch calf muscles and do ankle circles 
while sitting.

FOR DRAG AND BURLESQUE DANCERS

MORTON’S NEUROMA

METATARSALGIA

If you are customizing a favorite pair of heels to 
perform in, add an arch strap by sewing a piece 
of elastic into a sleeve that you can slip over your 
arch to secure the shoe to your foot. 

Unless you are familiar with the surface of the 
dance floor, bring several pairs of shoes with you.

6 INCH HEELS: 911!


